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Key Â· downloadÂ . What to look for What does it mean to be a child of
God? To find this out, you need to recognize your own sinfulness and your
need of a Savior. No one else will do! No other religion will do! The real
Jesus Christ is the only hope for you and your salvation. He was not
perfected till He was crucified, and He is not complete until He is
resurrected. The Nicene Creed is not wrong, but it does not give a
sufficient description of Christ’s doctrines. Christ said, “I am the way, the
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Reflections on a Chinese Journey LATESTEVENTS Many thanks to the staff
of the Beijing University of Foreign Studies and their residence at the U-MS Center for Chinese Studies, thanks also to colleagues, friends and family
whose generous support is making all this possible, and thanks to all the
people I encountered who shared their lives, their stories, and their
cuisines on my Chinese journey. March 27, 2016 | By Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. I just returned from a five-week visit to China. I traveled to and from
Beijing on one airline, but I was, in fact, sharing my connecting flights in
the United States with ten other passengers: Chinese students who were
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going through the process of applying to the U-M-S Center for Chinese
Studies. Readers may remember that I’ve been focusing on Chinese
exchanges, specifically exchanges at the University of Michigan, here in
Ann Arbor, in my posts “Ann Arbor: The Chinese Exchange” and “The
Chinese Exchange: A Mid-Michigan Anthology.” Readers may also
remember that, a couple of years ago, when I was a professor at the
University of Michigan’s School of Communication in Beijing, I had some
very good ideas about developing more focused programs, and I offered
them at our school. The China Exchange: A Mid-Michigan Anthology is the
result. I’ll be posting it here on the Chinese Studies blog in chapters, so I
can keep track of the project. Below are my reflections on my journey
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